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We describe a scanning optical near-field microscopic (SNOM) setup allowing to produce micro-patterns by ablation, to 
perform laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), and atomic force microscope (AFM) investigation with the same 
optical fiber tip. The use of lensed fibers combines the advantages of high numerical aperture optics with high transmission 
for ns laser pulses. This allows to ignite a plasma for LIBS spectra at a certain distance between sample surface and fiber 
tip for increased tip durability. The tip is characterized by deconvolution from AFM measurements or by a scanned pinhole 
for measurement of the near- and far-field light intensity distribution. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Laser micro-and nano-processing is a field of 

increasing practical relevance [1] . In our previous papers 
[2-5], we demonstrated that the combination of laser 
processing and SNOM technique can be used for the 
realization of laser-induced chemical reactions on a 
nanoscale, for laser ablation near the fiber tip, and for 
laser-induced breakdown spectroscopic (LIBS) micro-
analysis of solid surface samples. As in a scanning near-
field microscope (SNOM), we control the distance 
between a fiber tip and the sample surface by means of a 
shear-force sensor. We couple the laser radiation into an 
uncoated optical glass fiber, which had been tapered by 
wet chemical etching employing hydrofluoric acid as in 
[6] . Similar as in [7] , the tapered fiber is not glued but in 
close mechanical contact to the quartz tuning fork acting 
as the shear-force sensor. 

For micro-LIBS analysis with ns laser pulses, we 
obtained a minimum lateral resolution of about 2 µm, 
which is similar to that reported by other groups for near-
field and far-field experiments [8-10] . The spatial 
resolution limit is probably related either to insufficient 
sensitivity of the detection system or due to the effect that 
at low laser energies the hole or crater formation is based 
mainly on thermal processes without strong plasma 
formation. Another problem is the interaction of the 
approached tip with the plasma plume, which can result in 
significant etching of the tip. Therefore we employ in this 
work lensed optical fiber tips with higher transmission 
efficiency and good focusing, which also allow to perform 
LIBS measurements with a certain distance between 
sample surface and the tip for increased tip durability. 

2. Experimental 
 
Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup of a 3D scanning 

system with shear-force resonance sensor for tip-sample 
distance control in z direction. The main operation regimes 
of the setup are (a) AFM surface characterization, where 
the fiber tip is used as AFM probe, (b) micro- and 
submicron-processing typically with plasma formation by 
pulsed laser light coupled into the fiber, (c) recording of 
the spectral signal from the area under the tip collected and 
transferred to the spectrometer by a second optical fiber, 
and (d) investigation of the intensity distribution in front 
of the fiber tip by means of a scanning pin hole. 
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Fig. 1. SNOM-like setup for laser submicron processing 
and recording plasma emission spectra. The inset shows 
schematically the intensity distribution measurement in 

near- and far-field. 
 

The setup consists of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser 
with second harmonic generator (SHG), wavelength λ = 
532 nm, and pulse duration of 6 ns, a glass lens with a 
focal length f of 70 mm coupling the laser beam to the 
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delivery fiber (3) that ends with the tip (2), an AFM 
closed-loop distance controller with quartz tuning fork (1), 
lock-in amplifier and proportional-integral (PI) controller, 
and a xyz positioning system with piezo-drives (7) and 
step-motor (8). The spectral recording system consists of a 
collection fiber (4) connected to a grating spectrometer 
equipped with an intensified photodiode array (IPDA), 
which sends the measured signals to the interface card at 
the computer (9). The setup includes also two digital 
microscopes (5) for sample observation allowing a rough 
determination of the position of sample and tip. A detailed 
description of the setup is given in [5] . 

For tip shape characterization, the sample (6) can be 
replaced by (a) a photodiode (11) with pinhole (10) for the 
measurement of the intensity distribution or (b) an etalon 
grid. The same setup is also employed for a special 
grinding/polishing process to produce tips of various 
shapes with high optical quality and small curvature radii 
of a few micrometers. The details of the polishing process 
will be described separately in a forthcoming publication 
and in a pending patent [11]. 

 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
Fig. 2 shows optical microscope images of an etched 

sharp fiber tip and two additionally grinded fibers with 
spherical and conical tip shape, respectively.  

Image blurring due to the finite probe size is a known 
disadvantage of the AFM technique. It can be described as 
convolution of the real image of the surface topography 
with the probe profile. For a single point of contact 
between probe and sample surface, the problem is 
mathematically well defined [12] and it is possible to 
reconstruct the real image via a deconvolution process. 
This can be used in a reverse way for the reconstruction of 
the tip shape by measurement of the known topography of 
an etalon grid [13]. 

 

(a) (b) (c) 
 

Fig. 2. Optical   microscope    images   of   (a)   sharp 
chemically etched fiber tip and (b) spherically and (c) 

conically polished tips. 
 

The AFM standard etalon Veeco SHSPT-200-CP is 
used as test sample for deconvolution experiments. The 
etalon consists of identical square holes with sharp edges. 
The depth of the 5x5 µm square holes is 200 nm. Fig. 3 
shows the topography profile of one hole of the etalon 
recorded by our setup in AFM mode with a sharp etched 
tip and a spherical grinded tip, respectively. The nominal 
hole shape is also indicated in the figure.  

In the case of a rectangular profile of the etalon holes, 
the deconvolution process simplifies and can be performed 
by combining the wings of the profile drooping to the 
bottom of the square hole (schematically indicated by the 
arrows a and b in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). The result of the tip 
shape reconstruction is presented on Fig. 4. The 
experimental data properly fit with a fiber tip with the 
spherical shape and a radius r of about 2.8 µm. The step-
height of the etalon limits the analyzed area of the tip to a 
200 nm distance from the tip end. 
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Fig. 3. Topography   profile   of   one   hole   of the etalon 
recorded by the setup of Fig. 1 in AFM mode: solid line – 
profile   recorded    with   sharp  etched tip, dots – profile 
recorded with spherical grinded tip, dash line – nominal 
rectangular profile   of   the   hole. The   arrows a and b 
indicate    the   wings   of   the profile  used for tip shape 

reconstruction. 
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Fig. 4. Restored  tip  shape after deconvolution:  dots - 
experimental  data,  solid  line – fit  with the model of a 
spherical  tip shape, r - the best fitting parameter of the 
tip   curvature   radius. The arrows a and b indicate the 
wings   of   th e  profile  of  Fig. 3  used  for  tip  shape 

reconstruction. 
 

For measurement of the near- and far-field light 
distribution, we coupled a cw He-Ne laser into the fiber 
and scanned a commercial pin hole of wave-length-range 
size (diameter 1 µm) with a sensitive photodiode behind it 
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layer-by-layer at the different distances between tip and 
pinhole plane (see inset in Fig. 1). A typical intensity 
distribution of a grinded spherical tip approached to the 
pinhole plane is shown in Fig. 5. The arrows and the 
dashed circle indicate the beam diameter (FWHM). 
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Fig. 5. Intensity   map   of   a    grinded    spherical   tip 
approached to the pinhole plane. The arrows and circle 

show the beam diameter. 
 

Fig. 6 shows the dependences of the beam diameter 
(FWHM) vs. the tip-to-pinhole distance for two grinded 
multimode fibers with spherical end conical tip shapes, 
respectively, in lateral planes of the distance from the tip 
ranging from 0.1 to 50 µm. The spherical tip with a radius 
of 1.5 µm (obtained from deconvolution) shows an 
effective focusing effect at a distance of a few 
micrometers that can be approximately associated with a 
Gaussian beam. The conical shape of the tip produces a 
beam with properties similar to a diffraction-free Bessel 
beam [14]. This beam doesn’t change significantly the 
beam diameter at the whole observed distance range. The 
beam apparently has no focus. In reality, the beam has 
probably a smeared-out focus with a value of absolute 
intensity at the beam axis that is lower than that of a 
Gaussian beam. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of dependence of beam diameter vs. 
tip-to-pinhole distance for a grinded spherical tip and a 

grinded conical tip. 
 

We tested a lensed fiber with spherical shape for 
plasma ignition in a LIBS experiment at an Al surface. At 
this experiment we used one laser pulse of a coupled-in 
energy of 25 µJ and a distance of 2 μm between tip and the 
sample surface. Fig. 7 shows the obtained spectrum from 
the plasma emission in a wavelength range of 385 to 405 
nm. We clearly see the pronounced spectral doublet line of 
Al. The spectral intensity is considerably higher than that 
obtained for the same coupled-in pulse energy for a sharp 
etched fiber, probably due to higher transmission of the 
fiber tip. 
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Fig. 7. LIBS spectrum of an Al surface irradiated through 
a grinded spherical lensed fiber tip with a single 532 nm 
Nd:YAG  laser  pulse  (E = 25 µJ). The  distance between 

tip and sample is 2 µm. 
 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
We combine laser processing and the technique of a 

scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) for laser-
patterning on a submicron scale and micro-analysis of 
solid surface samples by laser-induced breakdown 
spectroscopy (LIBS). We describe a universal SNOM-like 
setup allowing to produce patterns by laser ablation, laser-
induced plasma ignition, and atomic force microscope 
(AFM) topography investigation with the same optical 
fiber tip, which is used as light emitter or as probe. The 
use of micro-grinded lensed fibers for delivery of the laser 
light combines the advantages of high numerical aperture 
optics with high transmission for ns laser pulses. This 
allows to ignite a plasma for LIBS spectra at a certain 
distance between sample surface and fiber tip for increased 
tip durability. The tip quality can be characterized in-situ 
by deconvolution from AFM topography of etalon grids or 
by a scanned pinhole for measurement of the near- and far-
field light intensity distribution. For grinded spherical tips 
with radii of a few µm, we see effective focusing that can 
be approximately associated with a Gaussian beam, while 
for grinded conical shape of the tip, we produce a beam 
with properties similar to a diffraction-free Bessel beam. 
In LIBS experiments, the application of spherical lensed 
fibers showed an improvement of the LIBS signal 
compared to the use of sharp etched tips. 
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